Abstract-There are many types of intelligent systems used in modeling the information processing at the human brain level.
I. INTRODUCTION
The need for intelligent system has grown in the past decade because of increasing demand on human and machines for better performance. One of the reasons is for this increasing demand in that we are passing through an era of information explosion, information globalization and consequently ever increasing competition. The information explosion has put huge constraints on time in which decision have be made. The knowledge has become an important strategic resource that will help them to enhance their own performance and that machines they work with.
The evolution of intelligent hybrid systems can be discussed from two viewpoints:
• Hybrid systems in real world applications;
• Hybrid systems and human information processing. There are basically two models of information processing which represent fundamentally different views. One developed by Newell and Simon (1972) represent the traditional symbolic AI view and forms the basis of the von Neumann Computer architecture. The other developed by McClelland (1986) represents the parallel distributed processing view (also know connectionist view) which draws its inspiration from the human brain.
Newell and Simon (1972) and Newell (1977) describe the characteristics of human Information Processing System (IPS) on the theory of human problem solving.
The Parallel Distributed Processing model (PDP), the McClelland's model assume that the information processing involving multiple constraints takes places through the interactions of a large number of simple processing elements called units, each sending excitatory and inhibitory signals to other units. In these models, memory and processing are diffusely distributed through-out the network, with little control.
In more recent times the information processing distinction on the macro and microstructure level has led two level of intelligence, namely artificial intelligence levels according to lead to the biological level. This is a neuroscience point of view. Neuroscience is a multidiscipline that results from synergetic actions of several theories such as achievement, processing, storage, transmission, recovery and diffusion of neural information. The neural complex (natural or artificial neural nets) is considered automata with self-control, a memory machine and hemostats (hemostats represent the whole internal processes and behavior that have as a main goal the achievement of equilibrium state in several changes of environment). Neural nets (natural or artificial) are neural complex systems with C 3 I protocol (commands, communication, control and information). Neural nets consist of cellular units strongly interconnected. Excitatory/inhibitory activities of cellular unit propagate information to the entire system. Parallel information processing in these units leads to network convergence by cost function minimizing.
Neural activity is described by the percentage of the excitatory/inhibitory cellular units. The excitatory activity is described as negentropy (the uncertainty parameter) and the inhibitory activity is described as posentropy (the certainty parameter).
II.THE MODELS OF HUMAN INFORMATION PROCESSING

A.The neurobiological point of view
Information processing in animals is performed in socalled neuronal networks with the human brain as its highest development. Neuronal networks are cellular arrangements, being built from a certain variety of cells (neurons) which, however, all have the same basic features. Each cell has a nucleus embedded in a cellular body with a cell membrane as its skin and extensions, through which it collects incoming signals and distributes outgoing signals. The branches collecting incoming signals are called dendrites, the branching extensions through which outgoing signals are distributed are called axons. The axon branches are connected to the dendrites and/or the cellular bodies of other neurons by so-called synapses. The differences between different neurons express themselves mainly in the way and degree of dendrite branching. The information transport itself is fairly complicated, being performed on the axon by electrical currents triggered through potassium -sodium ion exchanges in the cell membrane. The human brain comprises of the order of 2,581010 cells and although it has many different tasks, which are concentrated in certain areas -like sensory input processing, effectors orders generation, memorization and general information processing -all areas responsible for a specific task are sufficiently large that one can consider them as big networks themselves. The extensive interconnections between the neurons through the dendrite branching motivates the expression ,,neuronal networks''. Actually the synaptic connections have to be divided into inhibitory and excitatory connections, since some of them try to suppress and some of them try to increase the neuronal activity. The input signals are weighted in the synapses and added up with negative values in case of inhibitions and positive values in case of excitation in the respective neuron. Only if the sum is higher than a certain threshold, the neuron "fires", that means sends out an electrical current, a "spike", along its axon. By this means the overall activity of neuronal networks is kept to a certain level and cannot general go up to infinity.
The understanding of how the neuron (the basic functional cell of the nervous system) works is fundamental to all processes such as sensation, perception, memory, emotion, cognition, etc.
At the nerve cells level, two important processesdiffusion and ion transport generate one of its basic and most important characteristics -the resting membrane potential. The resting membrane potential is a stable electrical charge of approximately -65 to -70 milivolts of the internal side (inside the cell) in relation to the external side. It is the basis of bioelectricity, that is, the generation and use of electrical energy by excitable cells such as the neuron to perform its functions of storage and transmission of information. The action potential is a sudden and reversible depolarization (reversal of the membrane potential value) which propagates across the dendrites and axon of a neuron, which as shown in the next figure: Therefore, the ability of nerve cells to process electrical information depends on the special properties of the cell membrane, which controls the flux of nutritive substances and ions from the internal to the external side of the cell and vice-versa. Special molecular channels, called pores, which are open in the membrane allows that a substance or ion traverses it in a given direction. Ionic movements through channels are influenced by two processes:
• Passive transportation: ions move about following the laws of molecular diffusion, difference of concentration or chemical gradient and difference of electrical charge or electrical gradient. The cell membrane allows certain molecules to pass more easily than others, due to the size of channels and chemical conformation of molecules. Therefore, passive transport takes place across a semi permeable membrane.
• Active transportation: some ions and membranes can be transported actively across the cell membrane. This is done by small molecular "engines" called ionic pumps. The most important membrane pump for excitable cells is the Na+/K+ pump. For each sodium ion it transports across the membrane, it transports a potassium ion in the opposite direction. Passive transport is very important. However, unequal distribution of substances in the extra cellular and intracellular spaces is maintained by the active pumps. Dead cells lose this capability, because active pumps require metabolic energy to work. This energy is extracted from foodstuffs by living cells, by means of complex chain reactions. In a nervous cell, different ions (sodium, potassium, chloride, etc.) have different concentrations on each side of the cell membrane. But ions tend to diffuse rapidly around the solutions which make the inner and outer environments of cells, and gradually become balanced, that is, their concentration becomes the same in all parts of the solution.
All cells in the human body are characterized by having a net electrical charge across its membranes. We call this membrane electrical polarization. There is a negative difference between the extra cellular and the intracellular compartments, i.e., the exterior of the membrane are electrically negative in relation to the interior. This value is called the resting membrane potential. Since there are more K+ inside than outside and more Cl-ions outside than inside, there will appear a negative potential outside in relation to inside. This is essentially how the resting potential is generated.
The membrane of non-stimulated neuron (at rest) presents a difference of electrical potential between the interior and exterior of the cell of approximately 70 mV; a potential, which is maintained while the cell, is alive. This constitutes the potential of membrane potential at rest. When a stimulus is applied to the membrane, a temporary unbalance takes places between the electric charges of the membrane and the ions concentration in each side of the membrane, what is called a local potential. Whenever the membrane, starting at a potential at rest, is depolarized to around -50 mV, action potentials are generated. The potential that launches the action potential is called threshold (see figure above). At this threshold potential, the membrane is unstable. It spontaneously diminishes its polarity, very quickly and generally reaches an inversion of polarity: then follows a rapid increase (ascending curve) of the action potential that goes beyond potential zero and goes to an "overshoot". This state of diminishing charge, initiated at threshold levels, is spontaneous and progressive. It is also called an "excitation". The excitation has a short duration, normally less than one 1 ms (milisecond), being comparable to an explosion that rapidly dissipates itself.
A stimulus that tends to diminish the natural polarity of the membrane is called depolarizing stimulus. One stimulus that tends to increase the natural polarity is called polarizing stimulus. The local potential does not propagate, that is, it remains limited to the neighboring membrane at the local of the stimulus.
The local potential is very important to the functioning of the neuron. A neuron can receive simultaneously many depolarizing and hyperpolarizing stimuli coming from other neurons or from external sources of stimulation, in several parts of the dendrites and the cell body. Each stimulus generally provokes a small change in the local potential. When two local potential are very close (physically) they can "overlap" that is, there is a sum of their amplitudes). Or they can cancel each other, when they are in opposite directions. This is called a "spatial sum". It can happen also that two successive stimuli, separated from each other by a very short interval of time, occur at the same point in the membrane. Then, before the local potential caused by the first stimulus returns to normal, the second stimulus intervenes, either by summing or subtracting to the previous one. This is called a "temporal sum". What the neuron does is a "summing up" of all local potentials. If the result is towards a major depolarization, from a certain threshold on, then a very important event takes place, which is the action potential.
B. Hodgkin-Huxley-A (HHA) model of neuron
For implement the mathematical model of neural activity is necessary to construct a model of neural cell. A simplified model of a neuron contains two electrotonic compartments: the soma and the dendrites. The soma (or cell body), illustrated in Fig.2 , contains the classic Hodgkin-Huxley sodium and delayed rectifier conductance with the addition of a transient potassium ``A"-current and an adaptation current. The input to the model neuron is a synaptic conductance in the dendrite compartment ( fig.3) , consisting of both a signal and corrupting noise. A value for the signal component of the synaptic conductance is chosen every 200 milliseconds, at random, from a fixed probability distribution. Noise is added to the synaptic conductance in the form of independent, Gaussian fluctuations about the signal component. The resulting synaptic current is modulated by a set of three Ca 2+ and three K + voltage-dependent conductance. This current reaches the somatic compartment through a coupling conductance G=1,5mS/cm 2 , where it drives the Hodgkin Huxley spiking mechanism. 
C.The psychological point of view
The brain, representing the information center of biological system, has the capability of information storage and management, data-banking and the related processing functions. Its neuronal cells receive information and store it by molecular biochemical means. In this process, ''information sees the axon as a gate, where, under the management of nervous system, the incoming information is self-organized by association with the necessary synapses, organized for a network searching function and aimed at a consensus" [13] . The self-organizing amounts to the neural transmission maintaining the spatial and temporal quality of the signal by counter the intra and/or extra neural disturbances (noise).
Psychological processes are considered such as an information flow that passed several stages for processing. These stages include both informational flows: individual flow -at psychological stage and external flow -at the interface between person and his environment.
There are several types of human information processing: top-down processing, bottom-up processing, sequential processing and parallels processing. Top-down cognitive processing has as initial phase contextual environment in which achieve the processing, representing individual desires and needs and physical environment and after these considering stimulus properties that must be processing. Bottom-up cognitive processing begins with stimulus processing and after these had been processing it considering another factor. Sequential processing begins from the hypothesis that each level of processing is passed integral before to begin another level. According Schneider and Shiffrin [14] sequential processing represents the controlling processing of hard and unfamiliar tasks. Parallel processing implied that several level of processing is done in the same time. Parallel processing represents automatic processing of simple and common tasks.
Processing sensory information
The human brain chooses one of all four types of process, which depends on the nature of stimulus and on the selectivity level of stimulus, which catch his eye. The attention, like cognitive process, has an important role in selecting the types of processing at human brain. Thus, Treisman [15] elaborates the model of attenuation of attention selectivity, which based on the model of selective attention -Broadbent's model. In Broadbent's model, the information provides from analyzers before to arrive at filter and is stored in short-term memory. The filter, which selects the information, depends on physical properties. The selected information is transmitted on only one processing channel towards output level, irrespective of requisite response. The unselected information are holed for future processing.
The Broadbent's model shows that, in situation in which the channel is not yet selected on bases of its physical properties, the filter doesn't block completely the messages unselected, but just attenuates them, thus to realize stimulus processing with large intensity which must process immediately.
In Treisman's model, with message which must be processed, there are another features which are processed on dictionary unit, which represent a strings of words and a strings of it significations which have certain activation threshold which variation depends on importance of word and individual expectations.
In this context, consider that, within processing of information exists a central processor which coordinates and disponobilizes the resources of individual processing. Thus, this central processor is responsible with resort assignation and there is only one processing channel for only one stimulus, but exists a lot of resort processing which is most flexible. The factors, which determine the resort assignation, are physical effort and excitability level of human being, determinate by most internal and external stimulation factors. Excitability level of stimulus on human being, determined by endogen factors (that depends on behavior) and exogen factors (that depends on environment) performs performance level of response.
The conclusion is that there is an optimal level of excitability which guarantees performance and a small variety of factor which influenced the excitability level. YerkesDodson law (1908) performs that the excitability increase at optimal level means increase of performance; after this level, continous increase of excitability performs substract of performance.
Memory information processing
Memory information represents the information which will be modified and updates by human being in different circumstances. The memory represents one of the important elements for information processing. The information stored in memory represents an important element of learning and thinking processes. Based on knowledge storage in memory, the goals of decizional process are evaluated and updated. Such as cognitive process, the memory is not a pasive process of information storage. The environment information purchase by attention and perception processes are achieved by different level of processing. The information aquisitions are processed at different levels and it depends on goal achieved. The processing can be superficially or profound and determines the information storage. (fig.5) Superficially processing represents structural codification of information, it depends on physical properties of information. Superficially processing represents overhead reiteration and its goal is short term storage of information.
Profound processing implied semantic manipulation of information coherence and its storage is achieved from elaborated reiteration that means reiteration via purport exploration. Thus, depends on profound level of information processing the information will be storage in short time or in long time memory.
The automatic processing or focused attention processing influence the profound information processing for storage in Thinking and problem solving Thinking represents an important cognitive process for human information processing. It represents a result concentration from the other processes that achieve the desired goal. Thinking process represents the manipulation of different abstract notions such as concepts achieved from learning for recognition and solves different situations. When the human being elaborates a concept, he extracts the essential properties from stimuli and put them into categories with another result with analogues properties and labeled the stimulus, achieving an adequate response. Otherwise, human being making concepts represents a relational thinking process, a classification, a selection of knowledge received by analyzers or existing in memory from previous experience. This process is exclusively oriented towards building concepts following exactly rules. Information processing represent, the processing of stimuli properties for achieve equilibrium state which was disturbanced because new elements appear in actionable schemes used for human being orientations. (fig.6 ) Problem solving calls for processing of information that are stored in memory or which were purchased from learning at solve problem moment as well as thinking mechanisms and linking mechanisms between existent knowledge. The link with own knowledge system plays an important role because, depending on this, the human being know if the problem is simple or complex. The ways of representing a problem space in adequate elements (symbols, lists, matrix, graphic hierarchical or drawings) influences the judgment and decisions making. Other perturbation factors are: the hypothesis represents settings of problem space (operational settings, functional or normative settings) which performs that problem solving and thinking are the systems with feedback.
Knowledge cognitive process model
The model of knowledge processing is complex. So, information processing begins with acquisition of external information, computing these and action in accord with result of information computing. The sensory receptors (like eyes, ears, touch receptors) function as gateways to all external information. Both external and internal information are monitored within the perception component for whether it should be given attention and effort in cognitive processing. In short-term memory the information is stored for a span of a few seconds only to either become processed or to be lost again. The processing of information results from conscious efforts. It can include the encoding processes between working and long-term memory.
The personality in speech, mimics and gesture can express internal reflection and processing activities as well as results from such processing. So, learning and thinking processes become influenced by the interactions of the individual with his or her environment.
The acquisition of knowledge (learning) and the employment of knowledge (thinking) are based on the storage and retrieval subsystems of long-term memory. The storage component become effective in the processes of assimilation of new information and accommodation of existing knowledge and/or the existing associative network of the knowledge base. The knowledge base determines the amount, and the organization of information within the cognitive systems of an individual.
The retrieval function allows the cognitive processes of selecting information and the integrating different pieces of information to insure an appropriate insertion in the needed situation. This retrieval function is the locus of interest within process learning.
Within the storage system the content-related classes of learning outcomes, which is verbal information and intellectual skills, are available for retrieval and application.
The retrieval systems give access to the knowledge base and survey the processes of recall, problem solving and creativity. Differentiation and integration are considered to be two basic cognitive strategies. The first strategy selects units of information from the knowledge base. The second strategy establishes link between different units on information and thus allows elaborating on the information retrieved. Integration especially becomes necessary when a situational demand can not be solved by mere recall of existing schemata or procedures. In this case the necessity takes its rise to derive conclusions, to adopt procedures, to apply available schemata to new domains. Processes of integration become a basis for the constructions of new knowledge. This happens within conclusions, adaptations of procedures or for applications of schemata, which give attention and effort in processing (perception aspects), which results in acts of assimilation and/or accommodation within the knowledge base. These processes -differentiation and integration -influence perceptions and the ways perceptions are integrated into cognitive processes. The cognitive processes make meaning and generating knowledge from encounters with the environment. The information processing structures lie on a continuum ranging from simple to complex.
III REMARKS
The model of knowledge processing is complex. So, information processing begins with acquisition of external information, computing these and action in accord with result of information computing.
